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• A case study in philosophy and science policy
• Key point: there is a deadline!
Presentation
If we want to encourage academic flourishing, then we need new 
ways of evaluating academic research.
Argument
We want to encourage academic flourishing.
Therefore, we need new ways of evaluating academic research.
“Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity.”
― Seneca
Serendipity
Serendipity is sagacity regarding opportunity. 
Serendipity
Engaging in improv, we seek the rules that will allow us to go on.
Improv
Ecce Homo Academicus –
The Revaluation of Higher 
Education Values
Society for Social Studies of Science
• Enforces standards
• Tends to make everything the same (replication)
• Resists change
• Encourages conservatism
• Uses peer review
Standardization
• Relies on standards
• Requires individuals to meet standards and exhibit originality
• Rarely changes
• Punishes risk taking




• Tends to begin with – and value – individuals
• Embodies change
• Exemplifies risk taking
• Challenges established methods of evaluation
Transvaluation
• Seeks new standards
• Individuals seek to meet standards and exhibit originality
• Judged relative to individuals and changes as individuals 
become who they are 
• Requires risk taking
• Extends peer review 
Academic Flourishing
• Recognizes new/different/developing standards 
• Encourages individuals to meet standards and exhibit originality
• Changes in response to good arguments (non-dogmatic)
• Rewards risk taking











Invitation to join panel on 
public philosophy at Central 
Division APA Meeting
Interview with reporter from 
Physics Today
Letter submitted to Nature
Writing grant proposal for 
workshop on Post-Plan S Peer 
Review 
Invitation to join panel on 
public philosophy at Central 
Division APA Meeting
So, only one standard product 
– an invited presentation.
And then, there’s the deadline 
…..
What’s the deadline?
January 1 , 2020
• Recognizes new/different/developing standards 
• Encourages individuals to meet standards and exhibit originality
• Changes in response to good arguments (non-dogmatic)
• Rewards risk taking
• Uses peer review along with other means
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